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ABSTRACT 
 
Static Reservoir Model Upgridding and Design of User Interface. 
(December 2009) 
Song Du, B.S., Tsinghua University, Beijing, China; 
M.Engr., Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Akhil Datta-Gupta 
 
 
The development of fine grid geolgocial models has attracted great attention in the past 
decades. Meanwhile, the need for reliable upscaling and coarsening techniques is 
continuing. Besides the computational efficiency, upscaling can also offer other 
advantages. The desire for the assessment of risk and uncertainty in reservoir 
performance is another key issue that is attracting the researchers. Predictions are 
necessarily of a statistical character because uncertainty is involved in almost all the 
aspects of the reservoir characterization. Significantly upscaled models are desired when 
the full assessment of project risk and uncertainty are to be accomplished. The problem of 
upgridding fine scale models into the coarsened ones is still an attractive and challenging 
topic demanding much more effort in the reservoir simulation field. 
 
We proposed a modified static coarsening algorithm that has better performance without 
introducing extra computation cost. This algorithm combines adjacent layers based on 
static calculations such that the heterogeneity measure of a defined static property is 
minimized within the layers. In addition, the geological model coarsening will also rely 
on preserving geological marker information. This combination of static calculation and 
geological information enables this algorithm to generate models more closely to the true 
ones. The power and utility of our approaches have been demonstrated using both 
synthetic and field examples. 
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To assist the optimal coarsening procedures, we developed and implemented a GUI 
(Graphical User Interface), named MARS. We focused on building up a C++ based user 
interface which enables users to handle access the upgridding simulation visually. This 
MARS software package is a general purpose GUI for applications that make use of 
graphs as an underlying data model. MARS, which allows user to create simulation cases, 
import and modify data, and generate graphical geological figures, is developed to  
facilitate the operation of this coarsening procedures and the interpretation of the results 
obtained by this model. The user of MARS will be graphically guided through the entire 
process of creating coarsening simulations. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Introduction 
 
In the past decades, great effort has been put on developing the detailed geological 
models for gas and oil reservoir. Basically, the detailed models are trying to capture the 
heterogeneity in the rock properties that can affect the fluid flow and hence the oil and 
gas recovery. Due to the development of the computer technology, the complex models 
with large amount of grid blocks can be smoothly handled. Typically, current reservoir 
simulators are able to handle millions of simulation cells. Simulation type (dead oil, black 
oil, compositional) performed has great effect on the exact simulation number. However, 
by contrast, geological characterizations contain up to hundred millions cells. These fine 
grid models, which are known as the geostatistical models represent very fine scale in 
vertical direction, and relatively large scale in areal direction. A typical reservoir model 
may contain layers with thickness of 1 ft or even less and the cell may have a size of 100 
ft in areal direction. The fine grid geological models are expected to grow further, so the 
need for reliable upscaling techniques will continue.  
 
Besides the computational efficiency, upscaling can also offer other advantages. The 
desire for the assessment of risk and uncertainty in reservoir performance is another key 
issue that attracting the researchers. Predictions are necessarily of a statistical character 
because uncertainty is involved in almost all the aspects of the reservoir characterization. 
 
Significantly upscaled models are desired when the full assessment of project risk and 
 
This thesis follows the style of the SPE Journal. 
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uncertainty is to be accomplished. The problem of upscaling fine scale models into the 
coarsened ones is still an attractive and challenging topic demanding much more effort in 
the reservoir simulation field.  
 
Different upscaling methods are available to be applied to reservoir properties after 
upgridding the geological models in different situations. On a specific case, the upscaling 
procedure is decided based on the simulation question addressed, the production 
mechanism and level of detail that is going to be reached. In 1996, Christie (Christie 
1996) described the traditional upscaling problem as two parts. One part is single phase 
upscaling, and the aim was to preserve the gross features of flow on the simulation grid. 
Basically, it refers to upscaling of porosity and net-to-gross (trivially dealt with by 
volume averaging), and absolute permeability. Another part of upscaling is multi-phase 
upscaling which refers to the upscaling of the relative permeability curves. Multi-phase 
upscaling is much less well developed. Current works also show the emphasis on local 
and global solution based upgridding. They refer to the scale upon which the reservoir 
parameters are calculated. (Sablok and Aziz, 2005; Wu et al., 2007). Wu et al. also proved 
that the global scale up will lead to high accuracy and high cost results.  
The first part of upscaling is upgridding of original geological models for further 
simulation. After the upgridding is finished, different upscaling methods are available to 
assign the reservoir properties to each of the grid block. The research of upscaling and 
development of coarsened reservoir simulation is always being an attractive area. Many 
methods and algorithm had been proposed in the literature ranging from flow based to 
static upgridding methods. (Li and Beckner 2000; Stern and Dawson 1999; Fincham et al. 
2004; Durlofsky et al. 1996; King et al. 2005)  
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1.2 Literature Review 
The process of upscaling is generally divided into two procedures. The first step is to 
determine the combination algorithm that can preserve characteristics for fine grid blocks. 
This is also called upgridding. The second step is to determine the effective properties 
that can preserve the flow characteristics.  
 
Several papers have been published regarding the both upgridding and assign effective 
properties for coarsened grid block (Testerman 1962, Stern and Dawson 1999, Li and 
Becker 2000, Zhang et al., 2006). The most popular methods for upgridding would be 
static and flow-based approaches.  
 
Statistical approaches applied to the layer coarsening use the geological reservoir 
properties to generate the new property. Early in 1963, Testerman first developed the 
application of statistical approach on zonation scheme. In his work, Testerman focused on 
how zone individual wells and how to build up a reservation zonation scheme from 
multiple wells. His approach is better described as a refinement method because he 
started with treating the reservoir as a single layer and sequentially separated this 
reservoir into layers based on calculation of “Between” and “Within” variation. His ideas 
about grouping layers based on the permeabilities, minimizing the variance within each 
layers and maximizing the variance between layers are later used by Li and Beckner.  
 
Li and Beckner basically followed the refinement method and focused directly on 
grouping fine scale layers into coarsen scale for reservoir simulation. Rather than using 
permeability only, they proposed a new uplayering (upgridding) property, which is the 
combination of porosity, permeability and facies (in term of relative permeability, 
endpoint saturation and various facies rules), as a static measure. Worth mentioning that, 
a residual curve as a function of the number of simulation layers from a given initial 
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number of layers to the number of geologic layers will be generated. The residual cures is 
able to show all potential upgridding scenarios for a given geological model and it 
provides reservoir engineers with quantitative knowledge on the amount of the loss of 
reservoir heterogeneity which will be used for optimal layer determination.  
 
From Darcy’s steady state equation, Hosseini et al. (2008) derived a criterion that can 
incorporate thickness and size of the grid blocks into account for upgridding. They used 
pressure profile as a way to combine layers while maintaining the variation in 
permeabilities and introduced a total error tem which is the multiplication of various 
errors terms, including the effect of cross flow, adverse mobility ratios and so on. Besides 
that, Hosseini et al. provided two different parameter for choosing the optimum number 
of layer. The first one a design factor showing the information about he quality of the 
layering design and reservoir and the second one is change of error per layer calculated at 
each step of coarsening. These parameters are able to provide information about the level 
of the heterogeneity preserved in the reservoir and propose possible optimum layer 
combinations. Instead of proposing one optimal number of layer, they suggested various 
numbers for users to choose.  
 
Another important approach applied to optimal coarsening is flow-based method in 
which the pressure equation will be solved for each cell and flux properties will be 
determined later.(Stern and Dawson 1999; Efendiev and Durlofsky 2004; Zhang et al. 
2006; Wu et al. 2007)  
 
Based on the idea of careful choosing coarse grid used in simulation with accurate results, 
Durlosfsky et al. (Durlofsky et al. 1994 a; Durlofsky et al. 1994 b) proposed alternative 
method to overcome the limitation of multiphase upscaling techniques. The method is 
also based on nonuniform coarsening approach in which the portions of the reservoir, 
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specifically those regions potientially leading to high flow velocities, are particularized 
modeled.  
In their model, the solution from single phase flow problem with fine grid was used for 
coarsening. Grid size will remain fine when flux was large and become coarse when flux 
is small. This algorithm was accepted and widely used later. Fincham and his coworkers 
(Fincham et al., 2004) developed software package with quality control based on 
Durlosfsky’s method and its derivative methods. They noticed that the algorithms were 
working fine for displacement problems where the flow patterns are dominated by 
heterogeneity rather than gravitational or capillary effects.  
 
In 1999, Stern and Dawson, 1999, developed a sequential coarsening algorithm which 
includes selecting optimal locations for simulation model layer boundaries and 
determining the number of layers required.  Starting from the bottom of a geological 
model, they sequentially combine the layers in such a way that can minimize the changes 
in geological model properties. Put it in detail, they defined two types of objective 
functions which are combinations of permeability, porosity and thichness of the fine grid 
cells: 1) the change in time required for single-phase breakthrough in both fine and coarse 
grid 2) the difference of flux between fine and coarse grids. The adjacent layers are 
combined so as to minimize the increase in objective function.  
To determine the optimal number of layers that preserved, they calculated sweep 
efficiency for unit mobility displacements. This iterative method is able to provide a 
quantitative way selecting optimal layer number,  
 
Zhang (Zhang et al., 2006) introduced a new upscaling method, Well Drive Upscaling, 
which utilized the actual reservoir boundary condition to preserve the dominant flow 
paths. Zhang focused on solving two major problems: 1. the inappropriate usage of 
boundary conditions for pressure solution method. 2. the lost of effects of two-phase 
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dispersion when apply single-phase upscaling to a two-phase flow system. The most 
obvious advantage is the single phase upscaling may become as accurate as possible after 
using the global well drive and actual boundary conditions.  
 
To solve the subgrid effects which have a strong influence on flow and transport in oil 
reservoir, in 2004, Efendiev and Durlofsky (Efendiev and Durlofsky, 2004) investigated a 
new model for two-phase reservoir flow. Their research partially based on the volume 
averaging and homogenization. Because this method involves using modified coarse-
scale convective flux function and coarse-scale diffusivity, it naturally has the advantage 
representing both large-scale effects (by modified convective flux) and small scale effects 
(by the coarse-scale diffusivity). 
 
1.3 Objective of Studies 
The objectives of this study include two parts: 
 
The first part is to update the FORTRAN code of our modified algorithm, making it more 
robust and solving the problem of over combination of adjacent layers (vertically) (Ma, 
2008). The original algorithm has a problem of over combining adjacent layers without 
consider the geological markers. By the help of setting geological constraints into the 
model, our goal is to improve the algorithm performance without introducing extra 
computational cost. Instead, we are going to upgrid the geological model based on 
preserved geological marker information and static heterogeneity calculation of defined 
static property. This combination of static calculation and geological information enables 
this algorithm generate models more close to the true ones. The power and utility of our 
approaches have been demonstrated using both synthetic and field examples. 
 
The second part focused on building up a C++ based user interface which enables users 
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to handle the upgridding simulation visually. In order to facilitate the operation of this 
coarsening procedures and the interpretation of the results obtained by this model, this 
user-friendly graphical user interface for upgridding/coarsening modeling, named MARS, 
was created. This MARS software package is a general purpose GUI for applications that 
make use of graphs as an underlying data model. MARS, which allows user to create 
simulation cases, import and modify data, and generate graphical geological figures, 
makes the coarsening application easy, practical, and efficient to use. 
 
1.4 Thesis Outline  
In Chapter II we describe an optimal coarsening algorithm of 3D reservoir models for 
flow simulation. The advantages and disadvantages of this approach are discussed and a 
method of obtaining a better “optimal” number of layer combinations is proposed and 
analyzed.  
 
In Chapter III, a GUI (Graphical User Interface) for geological coarsening application is 
presented. This GUI is a high performance data visualization and analysis platform that 
provides researchers with a highly interactive and extensible data exploration 
environment. It offers users the ability to visualize manipulate and interact with millions 
of data in a short period of time. Our GUI is constructed using C++ under Borland 
Builder IDE. Detailed GUI elements are introduced and exhibited thoroughly in this 
chapter.  
 
In Chapter IV, we are going to discuss application of upgridding algorithm and test the 
performance of MARS, the upgridding assist tool and GUI. We start with a synthetic 
example to illustrate the steps in our approach and demonstrate the visualization 
workability of MARS. Then, two field cases will be used proving the applicability of our 
approach to high resolution and geologically complex field cases which was from 
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offshore South America and from India near Bombay High field. The results are 
compared to a full field simulation using both field and well responses.  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORY AND DEFINITION 
 
The most obvious advantage and interesting point of static upgridding method is its 
computation efficiency. However, they have the limitation choosing the optimal number 
of layers, though many researchers have proposed different ways (Stern and Dawson, 
1999) predicting this optimal number. Followed Testerman (1962), Li and Beckner 
(2000), King et al. (2005), we utilize a static analysis and a sequential approach which is 
a recursive coarsening algorithm and much faster than the sequential refinement. In this 
chapter, the algorithm and definitions will be discussed in detail.  
2.1 Algorithm Description 
There two major parts in our algorithm. First part is to determine which two adjacent 
layers should be combined together and second part is to find the optimal number of layer 
that can preserve the maximum heterogeneity.  
 
2.1.1 Combine Adjacent Layers 
In the first part, merging of neighbor layers will be based on the variation of static 
property which is a combination of porosity, peameability and Buckley-Leverett Speed. 
This static property, denoted as p , is defined by: 'kp fφ= , where 
k
φ is the interstitial 
velocity and 'f is the Buckley-Leverett Speed which includes the facies and saturation 
dependent relative permeability terms. Our upgridding algorithm relies on the analysis of 
“total variation”, as a measure of heterogeneity during coarsening. This is “total 
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variation” is shown in two parts: “within cell variation (W)” and “between cell variation 
(B)”. 
 
The “within cell variation (W)” and “between cell variation (B)” are defined as: 
∑
=
−=
NZNYNX
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where:  
kjin ,,  is the bulk rock volume of each cell 
kjip ,,  is static property at fine-scale 
C
kjip ,,  is the transitional static property calculated after every merging of adjacent layers.  
jip ,  is the column based average of the static property and defined as : 
 
∑
∑
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The “within cell variation (W)” represents heterogeneity that removed from the entire 
reservoir model after coarsening. , ,i j kn  is used to weight this summation through the 
whole model and guarantee the variation value keeps constant under numerical 
refinement of the grid. Meanwhile, “between cell variation (B)” shows the heterogeneity 
that preserved in the geological model after upgridding. The total variation that preserved 
in the coarsened geological model was defined as the summation of “Within cell 
variation” and “Between cell variation”: 
  B  W  +=H  
Our algorithm is to minimize the variation removed from geological model and maximize 
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the variation preserved in this model while honoring the geological model marker during 
upgridding.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Heterogeneity analysis 
 
Figure 2.1 presents the relationship between the “Within cell variation”, “Between cell 
variation” and the layer numbers. This figure was generated by the upgridding tool, 
MARS, which was designed to facilitate the operation of these coarsening procedures and 
for data visualization purpose. Based on this chart, the optimal upgridding number will be 
determined in such a way that the W, representing the loss of heterogeneity, is minimized 
or B, representing the conservation of heterogeneity, is maximized. Figure 2.2 describes 
our procedures generating the coarse grid model. We start from the fine grid geologic 
models in which the attributes, such as permeability, porosity and et al., will be extracted. 
Shown in Figure 2.2, the model is coarsened in following steps to minimize the 
heterogeneity removed from the model.  
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Figure 2.2 Flow chart of optiaml coarsening 
 
Calculate the values of the property pi,j,k for each 
grid block 
Group two adjacent layers sequentially and 
calculate W (loss of heterogeneity) 
START 
Merging with minimal 
loss in heterogeneity? 
Switch to layer combination 
that has the minimal W 
No 
Yes 
Update grid property value 
Is this a single layer? 
 
No 
Yes 
STOP 
Find the optimal number of layer 
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Starting from the fine grid model, the change in “within cell variation (W)” and “between 
cell variation (B)” is recorded at each combination. For example, we have a filed with 
100 layers and the first step of merging may have up to 99 possible selections. From 
these 99 choices, we are going to choose the combination that has the minimal “within 
cell variation (W)”, or alternatively, the maximum “between cell variation (B)”. For the 
coarsened 99-layer model (originally, 100-layer), we will find out the optimal 
combination from 98 choices and keep repeating these procedures. Meanwhile, the 
“within cell variation (W)” and “between cell variation (B)” will also be recorded until 
the geologic model is combined into a single one.  
 
2.1.2 Optimal Number of Layers  
In addition to the finding a criterion for coarsening the geological model, another serious 
question that we should answer is that: how we decide the “Optimal” number of layers. 
We have different choices to get this “optimal” number for combining geological models.  
 
From the variation chart (Figure 2.1), we noticed that the optimal layer can occur at the 
point having maximum curvature. At the curve of “within cell variation (W)”, this point 
represents a start of slow decrease of heterogeneity. In other words, after this point, 
keeping more layers won’t help us much on preserving heterogeneity. For instances, this 
maximum curvature shows up at a number of 35 in an 81 layer model. Clearly, the 
heterogeneity will decrease a lot if we reduce this layer number and won’t increase much 
if keep more than 35 in coarsened model.  
 
Another way available for retrieving the “optimal” number of layer is to calculate the root 
mean square error (RMSE) for a series of a regression lines. This method was proposed 
by Xianlin Ma (2008). Basically, in the variation analysis chart, two linear regressions 
that fit the two sides of the curve will be generated. Weighted mean square error of these 
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regression lines will be calculated for each of the layer number. The optimal choice is the 
one with minimum mean square error. Detailed description about RMSE method can be 
found in Chapter III and Chapter IV.  
 
So far, the “optimal” number of layers is determined on the trust of the static calculation 
results. In other words, we believe this combination can conserve the maximum 
heterogeneity. However, the most obvious drawback of this calculation is that it may not 
follow the geological constrains which have great effect on the simulation results. So, we 
take the geological constraints into consideration that the model is coarsened with respect 
to the true model barriers. Geological markers will be insert into the models to prevent 
the over coarsening between different sands. The mechanism is verified with synthetic 
and field cases in later chapters.  
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CHAPTER Ш  
DESIGN OF GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 
 
In this chapter, we will focus on the design and implementation of MARS GUI graphical 
objects. This MARS software package is a general purpose GUI for applications that 
make use of graphs as an underlying data model. This GUI, which allows user to create 
simulation cases, import and modify data, and generate graphical geological figures, is 
developed and implemented for the upgridding system.  
3.1 Introduction to User Interface Design 
3.1.1 Introduction  
 
GUI is short for Graphical User Interface, which allows a computer user to move from application to 
application (Winograd, 1995). A good GUI makes an application easy, practical, and efficient to use, 
and takes up more the market share of today's software programs.  
 
The development of new software is extremely expense. A professional GUI design is 
important. The entire company may dependent on the application's GUI reception in the 
marketplace, which decides the corresponding software a success or failure. However, it 
is not easy to define if an application's GUI confines the three standards: easy, practical, and efficient. 
Although GUIs take a large portion of market in the software industry today, people still do not clear 
what the exact definition of a GUI is.  
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3.1.2 Definition 
A GUI is a type of computer human interface on a computer. Don Norman (1988) said in 
his book the Psychology of Everyday Things “It solves the blank screen problem that 
confronted early computer users”. In the early days of computer era, the machine gave 
the user no indication what the user was to do next, and user sat down in front of the 
computer with no prompt. GUI is an attempt to solve this blank screen problem. 
Bonsiepe (1993) defines that a computer human interface is a "means by which people 
and computers communicate with each other". A good GUI design removes the 
impediment of communication with the computer system and allows the user to work 
directly on the problem at hand (Don Norman, 1988). 
In computer science terms, the GUI is a visual operating display that the monitor presents 
on the monitor to the computer operator (Harding, 1989). Logically speaking, three major 
components consists a GUI: a windowing system (Windows 3.0 and above, Fedora Linux 
series, Ubuntu Linux series, MAC OS and etc.), an imaging model, and an application 
program interface (API).  
The windowing system presents the frame of the appearance of the software: windows, 
menus, and dialog boxes that users can observe on the screen. The imaging model defines 
the fonts and graphics that appear on the screen. The API is the interface in which the 
user can specify how and what windows and graphics appear on the screen. 
3.1.3 Brief History 
 
When talking about history of GUI, Douglas Englebart, the GUI father, can never be 
ignored. He had two greatest contributions: inventing the computer mouse, and a pioneer 
of human-computer interaction (HCI) (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Engelbart). 
He had his PhD from EECS department, UC Berkeley. Then Englebart settled down in 
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NASA Institute (the forerunner of NASA) with a decent job 
(http://arstechnica.com/old/content/2005/05/gui.ars). Englebart’s idea was published in 
his report: Augment Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework (Englebart, 1962). 
In this technical report, Englebart first introduced the concept: “augmenting human 
intellect”, when was only 16 year after the first computer “ENIAC” was invented in 
University of Pennsylvania. This report offers a detailed conceptual framework, 
exploring the nature of the system composed of the individual and the tools, concepts, 
and methods that match his basic capabilities to his problems. Then the author classified 
four major human abilities to solve problems (in the paper, it is regarded as 
“augmentation mean”): artifacts, language, methodology and training. The paper 
described the conceptual system: H-LAM/T System, to do the interaction of human and 
machine, letting computer to “know” what user want to. In this paper, Douglas argued 
that digital computers could provide the quickest method to "increase the capability of a 
man to approach a complex problem situation, to gain comprehension to suit his 
particular needs, and to derive solutions to problems." He envisioned the computer not as 
a replacement for human intellect, but a tool for enhancing it [6]. 
Then in 1977, the first application with GUI, the Xerox Star, was designed at the Xerox 
Palo Alto Research Center. Unfortunately, the Xerox Star was too slow, and it was not 
commercially successful.  
However, this inspired Steve Jobs, who is the founder and chairman of Apple Computer. 
He happened to visit the Palo Alto Research Center and saw Xerox Star. He returned to 
Apple Computer and subsequently hired several of the original designers of Xerox Star, 
and then they first produced the Apple Lisa. Apple Lisa met the same situation as Xerox 
Star: was not commercially successful. But they did not give up. In 1984, they developed 
the commercially successful Apple Macintosh, whose GUI became the standard of all 
GUIs today. 
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3.2 GUI System Overview  
 
The layout and design of the GUI (MARS) is simple and intuitive. MARS basically 
works as the communicator between the user and optimal coarsening (upgridding) 
application. It has no pre-information from either the application or the actions performed 
by users. It plainly interprets user’s actions into computer input and notifies the 
upgridding application. However, beyond that, MARS is also a high performance data 
visualization and analysis platform that provides researchers with a highly interactive and 
extensible data exploration environment. It offers users the ability to visualize manipulate 
and interact with millions of data in a short period of time. Our GUI is constructed using 
C++ under Borland Builder IDE.  
 
The MARS, a upgridding and visualization tool, consists of five basic stages: 1) working 
directory setup, 2) data file import, 3) data verification and advanced adjustments, 4) 
simulation (Upgridding) and 5) output visualization. The program flow and user actions 
are illustrated in the following figure: 
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Figure 3.1 Navigation of major work flow 
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When MARS starts up, a welcome message board, as shown in Figure 3.2, will present 
version information and the major editor. The current GUI and upgridding assistant tool 
package is at version 1.1 and technical support would be provided by MCERI, Texas 
A&M University. After displaying the welcoming information, Main Window will be 
launched and is going to lead users for project management.  
 
Figure 3.2 Welcome message board  
 
3.2.1 Main Window 
The main window is created when the process is started and will lead users to the whole 
view of this fully functional upgridding assistant tool and visualization platform which 
allows a user to construct, modify and visualize the results of a new or existing optimal 
coarsening project. Figure 3.3 shows the main window.  
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Figure 3.3 Main window of MARS 
 
It consists of two areas, a project management area, in which the user can directly 
interacts with project elements and pull-down menus by which users have the access to 
various functions. The main functions of the program such as loading files, starting 
optimal coarsening application, and visualizing results are accessible through either 
project menus or the toolbars across the top of the window. The optimal coarsening 
application is assumed to have a number of input files for different geological properties 
and reservoir information. All of those data files and geological properties could be 
imported, modified and transferred through the main window platform.  
 
At the bottom of the main window, a text-based status bar (seen in Figure 3.4) is 
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accessible and kept activated all the time to provide the essential but necessary 
information. One of the most popular techniques and design thoughts to make 
applications easier is to providing short but important hints about each essential features 
of the GUI. This often overlooked feature of the window provides important information 
about the elements in the GUI screen, in addition to offering functionality. The purpose of 
this hint shown in status bar is to give the user a basic idea of that what the component 
does, how to use it, or whatever information the user may need. The status bar is able to 
provide various button function information when mouse move to a specific button or to 
show information relating to current program status (e.g.: file opened, window closed, et 
al.) of current window or an action. Status bar text is correctly restored when leaving a 
control, closing a form, switching between forms, and when entering or exiting a menu. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Status bar  
 
3.2.2 Project Management 
 
Project management provides direct links for users who may or may not have basic 
knowledge about setting up data files for optimal coarsening application. All the buttons 
are located at the left upper area in the main window, as shown in Figure 3.5.   
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Figure 3.5 Project management menus 
3.2.3 New Project 
The first button is the “New Project” for users to create a new project. After clicking 
“New Project”, a new popup window (Figure 3.6) will show up and help user activate a 
project from beginning to the very end (visualization of results).  
 
 
Figure 3.6 Essential 5-Step guidance for beginners 
 
Divided into three main areas, the “5-Step Guide” popup window supports essential 
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button control for basic coarsening procedures and supplies fundamental introduction 
information for each of the step. Following the elementary user interface design rules, the 
related components are kept together and procedures are maintained in a simple way. In 
the left control panel, five control buttons bring the most important and necessary 
operations for optimal coarsening, which include: working directory setting, data file 
import, data verification, coarsening mode choosing and results visualization. This 
control panel supplies only the fundamental command with default settings, meaning the 
experienced user will reply on “Advanced Setting” menu for more options. The detailed 
settings will be available in the “Advanced Setting” panel which will be introduced later 
in this chapter. The second (middle) area shows crucial descriptions for each of the button. 
These descriptions would be very helpful for new users who have no knowledge about 
how this interface works. More particularized information and HELP files can be found 
by clicking the question buttons beside the description boxes.  
 
Five-step Procedures 
The most important and crucial ideas of graphical user interface (GUI) design should pay 
attention to the following design principles: simplicity, visibility, functionality, error 
tolerance and user friendliness. For this purpose, a careful design is necessary to 
guarantee a smooth working flow of the application through all stages from setting up a 
scenario to running, generating and finally examining the output. Therefore, MARS 
provides an easy-use environment for users. The basic routine procedures include only 
five steps from the beginning to the end. Each of the steps can be accessed by clicking the 
buttons in the “5-Step Guide” popup window.  
 
The very first step was to set up the working directory. Clicking “STEP 1” opens the 
Working Directories dialog box (shown in Figure 3.7). Since multiple working directories 
are possible, this box allows users to create a new working directory. By default, MARS 
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is able to search the correct working directory automatically and it is also the 
recommended working directory we suggested. This default working directory would be 
linked to the folder containing the executable file of optimal coarsening FORTRAN code. 
This executable file will be executed later after the coarsening mode was decided. When 
specifying a new working directory, the path can be typed directly into the directory 
name filed.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Working directory setup 
 
The second step is to configure the data files for optimal coarsening. By clicking “STEP 
2” button in the window of “5-Step Guide”, a new dialog window, as shown in Figure 3.8, 
will popup. Data files loaded in this step include a general parameter file, bulk volume 
file, permeability file, porosity file and saturation number file. The parameter file 
basically contains geological model information. MARS will automatically create 
indexes for file names and paths which will be recorded in a txt file for reuse purpose. An 
overview of the different files used by MARS is given in TABLE 3.1 
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Figure 3.8 Dialog box of data files import 
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Table 3-1 data Files Required by MARS 
File Description 
Parameter 
File 
A text file with a .dat extension (data file), containing releative 
permeability tables, oil viscosity, water viscosity, grid size, and 
minimum target number of coarsened layers.  
Bulk 
Volume File 
A text file with a .dat extension (data file), containing a keyword 
"BULKVOL" followed by one real number for every grid block 
specifying the bulk volume. The values must be non-negative. Any 
negative value will be transferred to zero. Data will be terminated 
by a slash (/).  Grid blocks are ordered with the X axis index 
cycling fastest, followed by the Y and Z axis indices.  
Permeability 
File 
A text file with a .dat extension (data file), containing a keyword 
"PERM" followed by one real number for every grid block 
specifying the permeability. Permeability values must be non-
negative and data will be terminated by a slash (/). UNITS: mD. 
Grid blocks are ordered with the X axis index cycling fastest, 
followed by the Y and Z axis indices. 
Porosity 
File 
A text file with a .dat extension (data file), containing a keyword 
"PORO" followed by one real number for every grid block 
specifying the porosity. Permeability values must be non-negative 
and data will be terminated by a slash (/).  Grid blocks are ordered 
with the X axis index cycling fastest, followed by the Y and Z axis 
indices.  
Saturation 
number File 
A text file with a .dat extension (data file), containing a keyword 
"SATNUM" followed by one integer for every grid block 
specifying the saturation function region to which it belongs . The 
region number should not be less than 1. Data will be terminated 
by a slash (/).  Grid blocks are ordered with the X axis index 
cycling fastest, followed by the Y and Z axis indices. 
 
The third step is to check and verify the imported parameter file, as seen in 
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Figure 3.9. “STEP 3” button is grayed out and inactive when it is not available and it 
also an indicator showing whether the parameter files have been properly transported. 
This enforcing protection mechanism ensures that operations and actions are 
performed in a correct sequence and that it is almost not possible to perform illegal 
operations which may cause erroneous results or deadly error to the program. Most 
parameters for defining the geological model are set in this parameter file. Those 
values should be checked before optimal coarsening is running. Invalid values will 
results in unexpected stop.  
 
Figure 3.9 Data verification window 
 
The fourth step is to run the optimal coarsening application, as shown in Figure 3.10. 
After a project has been set up (i.e. data files are properly loaded), the simulation is 
ready to run. At this moment, it is possible for users to save the current data file 
information via the “SAVE” function in the main menu bar. Here, we allow user to 
pick up two different static properties, ‘local velocity’ and ‘local slowness’, that we 
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are going to preserve during the coarsening.  
While application is running: 
1. Menus, toolbars and buttons are grayed out avoiding actions being 
performed. 
2. A new DOS command window appears presenting the simulation status  
3. UpScale Connection (.USC) file for each upscale step is being generated 
 
Figure 3.10 Simulation mode selection and launch window 
 
When the optimal coarsening procedure is finished, the output is ready for 
visualization and analysis. By clicking on the “STEP 5” button, a new popup window 
with four buttons, as shown in Figure 3.11, appears. The software will now perform 
calculations based the on the coarsening output to get the variation of “within cell 
variation (W)” and “between cell variation (B)” as a function of number of layers 
through the coarsening process and the relationship between the normalized square 
error and the number of layers. Also, it’s able to compute corresponding comparison 
measure for the fine and coarse grids. Simultaneous comparison of fine and coarse 
grid permeability filed in x-y, y-z or x-z direction is available in this version (1.1). In 
the “Data Visualization” popup window, four different types of chart, figure or tables, 
including: layer combination table (through “Layer Definition”), SSW and SSB chart 
(through “Variation”), Root mean square error chart (through “RMSE”) and final 
permeability field for both fine and coarsen grid in each direction (through 
“Permeability”), are ready for analysis.  
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Figure 3.11 Data visualization window 
 
 Layer Definition 
This function will show a table, shown in Figure 3.12, containing layer combination 
information. The first column shows the original layer number before coarsening and 
the second column presents the coarsened layer number for each of the original layer.  
 
 
Figure 3.12 Layer definition table generated by MARS 
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Variation 
This function will generate a chart, seen in Figure 3.13, showing the normalized 
static measure during and after upgridding. Green curve presents the static measure 
between layers (SSB) that we are going to preserve and red curve exhibits the static 
measure within layers (SSW) that is going to be removed from the model.  
 
Figure 3.13 Variation of within cell variation (W) and between cell variation (B) as a function 
of number of layers 
 
 RMSE 
This function provides a squared error chart, seen in Figure 3.14, revealing the optimal 
number of layers that should be preserved in the coarsen model. Recall that, the basic 
idea of selecting optimal number is that two linear regressions fitting on the two sides of 
the curve are generated, and then the weighted mean square error of the regressions is 
calculated by varying the number of points used in the regressions. The optimal number 
of layers is the one with the minimal mean square error. 
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Figure 3.14 Regression mean square error analysis 
 
Permeability Field 
This function will bring a new popup window, seen in Figure 3.15, containing 
permeability fields for both fine and coarse grid blocks. In the left upper area, a 
figure of fine (original) scale permeability filed is shown. And in the left lower area, 
a figure of coarse (upgridded) scale permeability field is presented. MARS is able to 
display two fields simultaneously for users to compare. A control panel is placed on 
the right side of the screen. At the top of this area, the minimum and maximum 
values of current permeability filed are given. Users are allowed to adjust the legend 
scale in the middle part by inputting the minimum and maximum number and also 
the number of levels. For a general geological model, the total number of original 
layers may vary from ten to thousands. The third part of the control panel provides 
control buttons for change the layer that shown in the left area.  
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Figure 3.15 Permeability comparison window for fine and coarsen scale Model 
 
 
  
  Figure 3.16 Permeability zoom in a single window 
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The viewpoint for x-y, x-z or y-z views can also be adjusted manually by specifying 
the checkbox in a dialog box which located at the bottom of the control panel. While 
TeeChart is a very powerful add-in of C++ builder for displaying and manipulating 
data, there still are some problems existing due to the large size of the data utilized in 
the upgridding procedure. The most important one is that displaying scene and output 
data are the memory required and processing time.  
 
The GUI designed under C++ builder IDE is a functionalized visualization tool that 
allows user to zoom in/out on specific area of a figure. Also it has the function of pan 
crossing the screen. These functions are implemented with mouse control. To 
dynamically zoom in/out using the mouse, user needs to click and hold the left 
mouse button anywhere in the display window and drag to an interested area in a 
direction of left upper to right lower point. More than that, we designed interactive 
window with allows user to pick up one figure from the fine and coarse model and 
visualize the permeability in a single window, as shown in Figure 3.16. Double click 
on the interested window in Figure 3.15, a new window will replace the previous one; 
to go back to the comparison mode, user can simply double click on the enlarged 
single window. All these actions can also be finished through right-click popup menu. 
Similarly, to pan across the screen, users can simply click and hold the right mouse 
button anywhere in the display window and dray. One limitation with the current 
implementation of the zoom and pan controls is that user can access to any position 
of the canvas, which means, when user pan across the screen, area out of data range 
are expected to occur if user moves too far way from the original place. To avoid this, 
users are suggested to click and drag left mouse button in the opposite direction 
(right lower to left upper) on anywhere in the screen to go back to the original view. 
Functionality has been implemented in MARS to ensure a height-width threshold to 
be applied to the output images. This is particularly helpful in visualizing where we 
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are interested in specific number of layers. (like the zoom )  
 
3.2.4 Advanced Settings 
The second button in the main window is “Advance Setting” which will lead to a new 
popup window for advanced users and for specific geological model constructions.   
 
In this new setting window, shown in Figure 3.17, three choices for defining target 
coarsening layer, using optimal layer definition, or inserting geological markers are 
accessible.  
 
  Figure 3.17 Advanced setting window  
 
Clicking on “Coarsening Layer Definition”, a new dialogue window, as seen in Figure 
3.18, pops up. User is asked to type his target coarsening layers instead using the optimal 
ones. This function enables users to have a slightly conservative or an arbitrary number of 
combining target to prevent or reduce the happening of over coarsening. Over coarsening 
is one of the most serious problems because it may results in fake subsurface fluid flow 
features. For example, a fault may be in a wrong location due to improper coarsening. 
This mechanism allows users to define how many layers are desired to represent their 
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models and if the upgridding results are not satisfied, users can always reconstruct a new 
one.  
 
 
  Figure 3.18 Window for defining coarsening number  
 
 
Optimal Coarsening” is the default coarsening setting for our coarsening algorithm. This 
button should be clicked after setting user’s private target coarsening number. After 
clicking this button, a message board will popup and confirms the entry.  Here, the 
‘optimal’ number of layers is determined based on a bias-variance trade-off criterion. 
Theoretically, reservoir model with the ‘optimal’ number of layers has minimum loss of 
static measures which means, minimum ‘SSB’ or maximum ‘SSW’. Our approach used 
for finding the ‘optimal’ layer is to calculate the RMSE (root mean square error) for a 
series of regression lines as discussed by Ma (2008). Detailed discussion about how to 
find the “optimal” layer based on static calculation and geological reality observation will 
be shown in Chapter IV.  
 
“Marker Layer Setting” enables users to insert geological markers into reservoir models, 
therefore better grouping layers into a model which is closer to the true one. The marker 
layers will be preserved thoroughly without combination with neighbor layers and it can 
be used for identifying different sands. The window is shown in Figure 3.19. There are 
two main parts in this window. The first part locates in the top area and contains marker 
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layer inset dialogue boxes. User is requested to select a marker layer on the right hand 
side dialogue box and then import the layer number into the left box by clicking the 
“Apply” button.  The left top box shows the total number of marker layers has been 
inserted into the model and the lower box presents the layer numbers. MARS 1.1 allows 
user to insert as many layers as possible, unlike version 1.0, which can hold only up to 10 
layers. Also we provide “Auto Search” function for users searching the possible positions 
automatically. This search function will identify the i and j positions for each grid block 
and compare the adjunct layers.  
 
 
  Figure 3.19 Window for setting geological markers into reservoir model 
 
Flow Navigation  
We realized the navigation on our program is crucial and we need to define our program 
information architecture. Along with the “New Project” and “Advanced Setting”, a “Site 
Map” is located in the main window presenting a list of processes from the beginning to 
the end including major sub-functions, such as setting target coarsening layer number or 
geological marker layers. This navigation chart improves the usability and friendliness to 
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consumers by making sure that all the major and optional functions and capacities can be 
easily found and are accessible. In addition to that, it also provides an overview of this 
software’s major content at a single glance. Site navigation map can be seen in Figure 
3.20. Each part in this navigation map is accessible. By double clicking on the chart 
element, the correlated window or figures will popup.  
 
 
Figure 3.20 Navigation amap for MARS 
 
To make it as simple as possible, meanwhile maintaining its accessibility, we avoided 
using any distracting elements, such as non-descriptive images. At the same time, we 
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keep this navigation site meaningful to make sure someone who has never been use this 
visualization tool before can know immediately where the link will take them. This 
navigation site gives user a quick visualization without requiring further interaction. Also, 
the navigation menu is one of the design elements that can provide users with some sense 
of orientation and guide them through the software. Users should be able to rely on it. To 
communicate navigation options in a more effective way, we made use of text buttons 
which are easily recognizable, precisely conveys the message and corresponds to the link 
it stands for and aren’t too small.  
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4 CHAPTER IV  
   CASE STUDY 
In this chapter, we are going to discuss application of upgridding algorithm and test the 
performance of MARS, the upgridding assist tool package. We start with a synthetic 
example to illustrate the steps in our approach and demonstrate the visualization 
workability of MARS. Then, two field cases will be used proving the applicability of our 
approach to high resolution and geologically complex field cases which was from 
offshore South America and from India near Bombay High field.  
4.1 Synthetic Case 
To illustrate our algorithm and procedures, we will show a simple synthetic example. 
This is a 3D 9-spot case containing 102121 ××  grids and it has a water injection well in 
the center with 8 producers in the perimeter of the model. The original model is shown in 
Figure 4.1.  
 
Figure 4.1 Synthetic model in fine scale 
 
The upgridding procedures were accomplished using MARS, which also generated other 
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data figures, charts and tables like the permeability distribution and variance chart. The 
variation results with MSRE (Mean Square Root Error) calculation give a 4-layer model 
as an optimally coarsened one. Here, we followed Ma’s (2008) method to retrieve the 
optimal number which was selected by analyzing the relationship between the ‘within 
cell variation (W)’ and the number of layers (Figure 4.2). In Figure 4.2 we present a chart 
generated by MARS showing the normalized heterogeneity that preserved and removed 
from the geological model, known as ‘between the cell variation (B)’ and ‘within the cell 
variation (W)’. From this chart, we noticed that, with 4 layers remaining, we are able to 
preserve the major features of the initial model and capture 65% of heterogeneity which 
will be used performing history matching. The basic idea of selecting optimal number is 
that two linear regressions were fit on the two sides of the curve, and then the weighted 
mean square error of the regressions is calculated by varying the number of points used in 
the regressions.  
/ 
Figure 4.2 Between layer variation (B) and within cell variation (W) 
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Fig. 4.3 reveals the relationship between the mean square error and the number of layers. 
The optimal number of layers is the one with the minimal mean square error. In this case, 
it is 4 layers as the optimal, which preserves 65% heterogeneity of the fine scale model.  
/ 
Figure 4.3 Regression mean square error analysis 
In other words, the grid block number is reduced to 40% of original one, therefore 
reducing computer time. Figure 4.4 presents selected layer cross sections of both fine 
scale and coarsened scale model. The high and low permeability areas are preserved and 
the coarsened area will use the average value instead the original ones.  
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Figure 4.4 (a) Initial permeability field (b) its coarsened model (i-k plane) 
 
4.2  Field Case 1 
4.2.1 Reservoir Description 
Here we are going to use a 3D channelized reservoir to prove our algorithm and also test 
our upgridding tool, MARS. This field (Hohl et al. 2006) is a South American offshore 
Eocene reservoir in water depths of 400 to 800m containing an estimated 500 MMSTB of 
oil at pressures of 4000 psi. This field consists of three distinctive regions, Sand A, Sand 
B and the Main Sand, as shown in Figure 4.5, with a kv/kh ratio of 0.01. Initially, this filed 
was produced under natural depletion from two wells with filed management relying on 
oil productivity and water cut for 6 years. Six new producers and 4 water injectors were 
added into this filed in a time frame of three years later.  The reservoir model was 
developed an 81 layer structurally complex and faulted turbiditic oil reservoir with more 
than 850,000 grids (200,000 of which are active cells). This geological model has high 
quality sands with high permeability, excellent porosity and distinctive transitions 
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between low and high quality sands. Figure 4.5 presented the 3D perspective view of the 
81 layer model, sand A, sand B and main sand permeability distribution, in which 
numerous channels can be identified easily.  
 
 
/ 
Figure 4.5 Original permeability distribution of field and sub regions 
 
4.2.2 Upgridding Algorithm 
We applied the optimal coarsening algorithm to this 81-layer geological model and 
visualized the results (layer combination, variation chart, permeability fields and et al.) 
using MARS. All the figures are generated by MARS and the simulation mode was 
“Slowness” which means we used local slowness as our static measure. Figure 4.6 shows 
the variation of “within cell variation (W)” and “between cell variation (B)” as a function 
of number of layers through the coarsening process.  
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Figure 4.6 between layer variation (B) and within cell variation (W) for 81-layer model 
 
In this 81 layer model, we noticed that the slop of “between cell variation (B)” decreased 
clearly after 30 (layer number), alternatively, it reveals an upward trend below around 30 
layers of “within cell variation (W)” curve. To get the accurate “Optimal” number for 
layer merging, we calculated the MRSE (Mean Root Squared Error) to find the minimum 
value thus identifying the optimal number.  
 
Figure 4.7 shows the relationship between the normalized square error and the number of 
layers for this 81-layer model. From this figure, we claim that optimal number of layer 
would be 35 with static measure of local slowness. With a layer of 35, the coarsened 
model is able to preserve 80% heterogeneity as seen from Figure 4.6. Comparing with this 
calculation, using local velocity as static measure will engender a combination of 25 
layers. As mentioned by Telbert et al. (2008) and Ma (2008), the coarsened 25 layer 
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model has a problem of over coarsening and loss of geological reality. Worth mentioning, 
the 25 layer model violates the geologic markers. In other words, the geological marker, 
which should be preserved as it is, is merged with neighbor layers. Obviously, using local 
slowness instead of local velocity as the static measure will lead to a conservative and 
more reliable coarsened model.  The particularized information about optimal layer 
selection will be discussed in later chapter.  
/ 
Figure 4.7 Regression mean square error analyses for 81-layer model 
 
The detailed permeability field information for sand A, sand B and main sand can be seen 
through Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.10, which are going to compare the fine and coarsened 
models. From those figures, we can see that the coarsened geological model has 
successfully preserved major characters. Figure 4.8 presents the merging of sand A in 
optimal (35-layer) model in which the high permeability filed are conserved, though in 
some area coarse scale model shows a decrease in the permeability value. In this figure, 
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the 16th layer was combined with other layers resulting in a shape change. Check the 
output file of MARS, we find out that the 16th (originally) layer was combined with layer 
13, 14 and 15 making the new 3rd layer in the optimally coarsened 35-layer model. Figure 
4.9 reveals the features of three typical channelized layers in Sand B. In the coarsened 
model, layer 32 to layer 39 is combined together into a single one with a perfect 
conservation of high permeability field. Also, the channels are captured as well. 
Thought there is a little bit smearing, the majority of the shape and distribution are still 
recognizable and apparent. For the rest of the area, we updated the value with a volume 
weighted average value instead for further calculation and history matching. In Figure 4.6, 
selected layers from the Main Sand are shown. Numerous channels are maintained as the 
original ones. Actually, for the main sand, based on the “Layer Definition Table” which 
generated by MARS showing specific combination group, our algorithm shows very 
limited merging. Important combining appears in the region of Sand A and B.  
  
Figure 4.8 Sand A. optimal 35 layer model comparison of permeability distribution with 
original 81 layers.  
 
 
#3 
Fine Scale Model 
# 27  
Coarse Scale Model 
#16 
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Figure 4.9 Sand B. optimal 35 layer model comparison of permeability distribution with original 81 
layers. 
  
Figure 4.10 Main Sand. optimal 35 layer model comparison of permeability distribution with original 
81 layers. 
Fine Scale Coarse Scale
#53
#72
Fine Scale Model Coarse Scale Model 
#32 
#36 
#49 
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Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.16 reveal the oil production rate and water cut response for the 
field and for two individual wells. In each of the figure, there are three lines: blue, green 
and red representing response from original (81-layer) model, optimal coarsened model 
using local velocity as static measure (25-layer) and optimal coarsened model using local 
slowness as static measure (35 layers) respectively. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the field 
response for oil production and water cut. Using local slowness as the static measure, we 
get a 35 as the optimal geological number rather than 25 from using local velocity. 
Apparently, with minimum deviation from the fine model response and more 
heterogeneity preserved, the relatively conservative “optimal” model (35-layer) matches 
much better than using local velocity. We also inspected individual well response for both 
velocity and slowness mode. Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.16 present selected well responses in 
terms of oil production rate and the water cut for two wells. From those figures, the local 
slowness algorithm performs better than the optimal velocity with an excellent match of 
original model. As mentioned previously, our “optimal” number of layer is obtained 
based on analysis of “within cell variation (W)” curve. In reality, another important 
determinant is the concern about geological boundaries or facies distinction. In this 
model, a geological marker lays on layer 31. This 25-layer mergence significantly 
smeared the geological properties compared to the original 81 layer model, even to the 
35-layer model. This upgridding will results in the loss of facies distinction between Sand 
A, Sand B and top layer of Main Sand, as mentioned by Talbert et al. (2008) and Ma 
(2008). In point of fact, with a number of 25, the model layers are merged cross 
geological boundaries causing a loss of channels and lowering of geological properties. 
For example, the marker layer, which should be isolated, merged with the adjacent layers 
in the 25-layer model and therefore combined with other layers step by step. What’s more 
important, there should be an apparent distinction between sand A and B in the coarsened 
model. However, from Figure 4.17, the Sand A and B was incorrectly combined due to the 
over merging of initial model with a static measure of local velocity. This over coarsening 
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can also explain the serious deviation in water cut therefore in the oil production rate as 
seen in individual wells and field wide. Ma (2008) suggested a 36-layer model as the 
optimal choice based on a combination of geological insight and statistical calculation. To 
compare with our 35-layer model, we choose another 35-layer model with local velocity 
as the static measure. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 didn’t show much difference in field response 
concerning water cut and oil production rate. Both the static measures can match the 
initial model with limited deviation regarding water cut and oil production rate. Notice 
that, though have the same layer number, using local velocity and local slowness as static 
measure will not and don’t have generate the identical layer grouping. A conservative 
number of coarsening acts better due to its capability of persevering heterogeneity 
therefore keeps close to the true model. Worth clarifying that, same optimal layer 
selection method may need further adjustments to generate an acceptable number. It is 
obviously shown in our case comparison that, for different static measures, Ma’s (2008) 
method gives a 35 as “optimal” number for local slowness and gives a 25 instead for 
local velocity. Again, using local slowness as the static measure (with same optimal 
number choosing method) can perform better with minimum loss of geo realistic.  
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Figure 4.11 Field oil production rate for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers) 
and optimal slowness model (35 layers) 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Field water cut for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers) and 
optimal slowness model (35 layers) 
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Figure 4.13 Oil production rate f or Individual well, S, with original model (81 layers), optimal 
velocity model (25 layers) and optimal slowness model (35 layers) 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Water cut for individual well, S, with original model (81 layers), optimal velocity model 
(25 layers) and optimal slowness model (35 layers) 
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Figure 4.15 Oil production rate for individual well, W, with original model (81 layers), optimal 
velocity model (25 layers) and op timal slowness model (35 layers) 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Water cut for individual well, W, with original model (81 layers), optimal velocity model 
(25 layers) and optimal slowness model (35 layers) 
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Figure 4.17 Over merging of Sand A and B with local velocity model (25-layer) 
 
 
Figure 4.18  Field oil production rate for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers 
and 35 layers) and optimal slowness model (35 layers w/o & w/ marker) 
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Figure 4.19 Field water cut rate for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers and 35 
layers) and optimal slowness model (35 layers w/o & w/ marker) 
 
4.2.3 Constraint Setting through MARS 
Recall the fact that, the ‘optimal’ number of layer was basically based on an analysis of 
the ‘within the cell variation (W)’ curve. The fundamental idea is to find the layer that 
preserves as much heterogeneity as possible with reduced total layer number. Here comes 
a problem: with too small layer number, the model layers are merged cross geological 
boundaries causing a loss of channels and lowering of geological properties.  
 
To solve this problem, we have two possible choices: 1) Switch to other method finding 
the optimal number or use a more conservative number 2) With same target combination 
number, take geological barrier into consideration and reconstruct coarsen model. 
Miscellaneous methods had been proposed by previous researchers. Here we will focus 
on the second way to improve the algorithm by providing geological constraints. MARS 
provide a mechanism setting the constraints for the geological model to help generating 
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the “optimal” coarsening while honoring the true model at the same time. As mentioned 
the previously, the most serious problem in the 25-layer model is over combining of Sand 
A, Sand B and top 4 layers of Main Sand. MARS is able to assist indentifying geological 
markers and distinctions between different sands by inserting geological marker layers 
into the model.  
 
Figure 4.20 reveals the upgridded permeability distribution for Sand A, Sand B and Main 
Sand with and without geological marker set. The first row of this figure shows the 
original fine model, in which layer 31 is the marker layer and Sand B starts from layer 32 
to 51. The second row presents the coarsened model in which local velocity was used as 
the static measure with two marker layers set to 31 and 52. By setting the marker layers, 
layer 31 and 51 will be isolated from merging with other layers. How the other layers will 
be combined and the “optimal” number will also be calculated based on the algorithm 
discussed earlier. The third row exhibits the 25-layer model without constraints. The 31st 
layer was a geologic marker which should be kept as it is without any merging with 
neighbor layers. Only after we set the constraint through MARS, this layer (Figure 4.20) 
can be preserved accurately as it should be. In the 25-layer model, this layer was 
combined with both Sand A and Sand B layers. Output files from MARS show a merging 
from layer 24 to 41 which covers Sand A, marker layer and Sand B. By way of 
explanation, the geological barrier was broken due to the needs of grouping. Sand B, 
locating through layer 32 to 51, and Main Sand starting from layer 52, have absolutely 
different shape and properties and should be seperated. However, a clear distinction 
between those two regions is exclusively visible when the geologic markers are set for 
model manually. After assigning two isolated layers to help group layers with honoring to 
geological reality and keeping the target number the same, Sand B, from layer 32 to 51, 
was combined into a single unit. This result can also explain why the channels in Sand B 
are smeared after upgridding in the 25-layer model with constraints. Loss of geologic 
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resolution is still serious in the updated model.  
 
Figure 4.21 through Figure 4.23 shows the reservoir response of fine scale model, 35-
layer model, 25-layer model with and without marker layers. It is obvious that, with 
properly settled geologic constraints, the new 25-layer model was considerably improved 
leading to a better reservoir response close to the true model responses. The deviations in 
oil production rate as well in water cut are significantly reduced after manually inserting 
geological markers into the model. We also compared the single well response regarding 
water cut and oil production rate. Compared to the 25-layer model without constraints, 
the new model matches more excellent to the original 81-layer model. It is proved that 
25-layer model with constraint has much better performance and MARS is a useful tool 
assisting reservoir model coarsening. Also, it is confirmed that the geological markers 
and region type have a great impact on the flow response and the optimal coarsening 
layer should be chosen based on a combination of static calculation and geologic realistic.  
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of merging with and without geological constraints 
 
 
Figure 4.21  Field oil production rate for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers) and 
general velocity model (35 layers) and velocity model (25 layers) with constraint 
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Figure 4.22 Field water cut for original (81 layers), optimal velocity model (25 layers) and general 
velocity model (35 layers) and velocity model (25 layers) with constraint 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Single well (BJ_S) oil production rate and water cut for original (81 layers), optimal 
velocity model (25 layers) and general velocity model (35 layers) and velocity model (25 layers) with 
constraint 
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4.3 Field Case 2 
4.3.1 Reservoir Description 
In this case we are going to apply our upgridding algorithm on a faulted reservoir. The 
upgridding assistant tool, MRAS, will also be examined. The fields are located 100km SE 
of Bombay High field in India. It is one of the major hydrocarbon bearing structures 
associated with regional NNW-SSE Bassien-Ratnagiri trend in the western offshore basin 
of India. The field has been delineated through the drilling of 17 exploratory wells and 
developed into three phases. Phase I and Phase II was confined mainly to the Bassien 
Formation while the third phase is restricted to Mukta Formation. The major producing 
formation is the Bassein Formation also known as B-Zone whereas Mukta Formation is 
known as the A-Zone.  
 
On the basis of the permeability, porosity and water saturation attributes, this reservoir 
model was developed a 24 layer structurally complex oil reservoir with more than 
900,000 grids. This geological model has high quality sands with high permeability, 
excellent porosity and distinctive transitions between low and high quality sands. Figure 
4.24 presented the 3D view perspective view of the 24 layer model permeability 
distribution. 
 
Figure 4.24 Original permeability distribution of field 2 in India 
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4.3.2 Upgridding Analysis 
This field was analyzed with both local velocity and local slowness as the static measure 
and optimal number of layer was chosen based on calculation of RMSE as before. The 
3D geological model can be seen in Figure 4.24. For this 24-layer model, using velocity 
and slowness both give the same optimal coarsening solution. After coarsening, 3 layers 
were remained in the reservoir model and the grid block number was reduced to 12.5% of 
the original. The greatly decreased grid block number means lots of computer time will 
be saved, computer efficiency is enhanced and major characteristics are kept. Figure 4.25 
shows permeabilities for 3 typical layers for the initial fine-scale model and for the 
coarsened model. Column 1 in Figure 4.25 presents the merging of layer 1 to 9 into a 
single one which is the 1st layer in optimal (3- layer) model. The grouping of first 9 layers 
preserved the high permeability region, though in some areas coarse scale model shows a 
decrease in the permeability value leading to a smeared area. The 10th layer in original 
model is conserved to the second layer in the new model as shown in the second column. 
The third layer in the coarsened model was initially from layer 11 to 24. After coarsening, 
the zero permeability regions are filled with low values.  
 
The optimal number of layer is obtained from calculation of RMSE. To quantify the loss 
of heterogeneity, we generated variation chart using MARS, as in Figure 4.26, and find a 
preservation of 90% of heterogeneity in this 3-layer model. 
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Figure 4.25  Permeability field of three typical layers: #4, #10 and #24 
 
 
Figure 4.26 Between layer variation (B) and within cell variation (W) for 24-layer model 
 
Figure 4.27 to Figure 4.31 reveals the oil production rate, gas production rate and water 
cut for the field wide and for one individual well. In each of the figure, there are three 
lines: blue, green and red representing response from original (24-layer) model, optimal 
upgridding using local velocity (3-layer) and optimal upgridding model using local 
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slowness (3-layers) respectively. Using local slowness as the static measure, we get a 3 as 
the optimal geological number which is exactly the same as using local velocity. 
Furthermore, the layer combination is also the same. So, we expected identical OPR, 
GPR and water cut for both field and individual wells.  
 
With minimum deviation from the fine model response, coarsened model perfectly 
matched oil/gas production rate and water cut. For individual well response, Figure 4.30 
to Figure 4.32 present well responses in terms of oil/gas production rate and the water cut. 
It is proved that the reservoir properties are mostly captured therefore resulting a 
minimum deviation in well response as seen in the individual well plots. As mentioned 
before, with only 3 layers remaining, the coarsened model is able to conserve 90% 
heterogeneity.  
 
From Figure 4.26, we noticed that a 9-layer model can preserved as much as 99% 
heterogeneity with only 37.5% of original grid cell number. We set a target combination 
number of 9 through MARS and rebuild the reservoir model. Figure 4.33 reveals a 
comparison between original, 3-layer (optimal) and 9-layer model. The reservoir 
properties have been better preserved compared to the 3-layer model in which the high 
permeability area is removed. The consequent conclusion is that the reservoir response is 
therefore improved using a 9-layer model and it is demonstrated by Figures 4.34 and 4.35 
which illustrate the water cut response of the fine scale model compared to the coarsened 
models on both field and an individual well basis. Figures 4.34 and 4.35, the water cut 
comparison, show that our 9-layer coarsened model (red curves) is an excellent match 
with the find scale model (blue curves). Recall that the optimal number of layers is the 
one with the minimal mean square error. Another important rule for us determining the 
optimal number is that it should be selected based on a combination of reservoir model 
observation and the layer statistics rather than simply absolutely based on the statistical 
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criterion. 
 
 
Figure 4.27 Field oil production rate for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 layers) 
and optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Field gas production rate for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 layers) and 
optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
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Figure 4.29 Field water cut for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 layers) and 
optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
 
 
Figure 4.30 Single well oil production for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 layers) and 
optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
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/ 
Figure 4.31 Single well gas production rate for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 
layers) and optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
 
/ 
Figure 4.32 Single well gas production rate for original (24 layers), optimal velocity mode (3 
layers) and optimal slowness model (3 layers) 
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Figure 4.33 Initial permeability field and coarsened permeability field in 3 and 9 layer model 
 
 
Figure 4.34 Field water cut for original (24 layers), optimal slowness mode (3 layers) and 
improved slowness model (9 layers) 
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Figure 4.35 Well water cut for original (24 layers), optimal slowness mode (3 layers) and 
improved slowness model (9 layers) 
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5 CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
5.1 Conclusions 
 
1. A static optimal upgridding method is introduced and modified. The updated 
FORTRAN program is more robust and able to handle geological constraints which are 
crucial for solving the problem of over combination of adjacently layers. The modified 
algorithm was applied to both synthetic and realistic field reservoirs. Reservoir responses 
of water cut and oil/gas production for both field and individual wells are used to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the modified algorithm and geological constraints effects.   
 
2. The problem of over merging between different sands is solved. By setting reservoir 
constraints, different sands can be identified and isolated from merging with each other. 
In this way, the coarsened model is getting closer to the true geological model.  The 
importance of setting the correlated reservoir constraints is proved by comparison for 
models with and without geological markers.  
 
3. A GUI (Graphical User Interface) is designed and implemented using C++ under the 
IDE of Borland C++ builder. This is a software package that helps users access the 
optimal coarsening procedures from start to finish. The GUI, MARS, is also a high 
performance data visualization and analysis platform that provides researchers with a 
highly interactive and extensible data exploration environment. It offers users the ability 
to visualize manipulate and interact with millions of data in a short period of time. The 
work ability and the effectiveness are validated by applying the synthetic and field cases. 
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5.2 Recommendations 
 
The problem of upgridding fine scale models into the coarsened ones is still an attractive 
and challenging topic demanding much more effort in the reservoir simulation field. This 
modified static coarsening algorithm relays on static calculation and geological 
constraints therefore it is able to generate models more close to the true ones. So far, we 
solved the over merging problem by inserting geological markers into the model 
manually. This procedure is finished through MARS, which helps setting the geological 
constraints. This is coarsening algorithm has its nature disadvantage identifying different 
sand regimes automatically.  The next step would be updating the algorithm to enable 
automatic recognizing of geological shape differences.  
 
Regarding updating the geological properties after optimal coarsening, so far, we only 
update properties to fine grid and don’t regenerate new models. It is necessary to rebuild 
a true geological coarsened model with updated properties.  
 
MARS, the GUI and optimal coarsening assist tool, is designed and developed to help 
users on handling coarsening procedures and visualizing results. This is functionalized 
software with simply interactive features. However, this software has been working fine 
for Windows systems only, currently. Next step would be making this software package 
workable over platform. More than that, the output files cannot be used directly for 
commercial software, such as Eclipse. So, more work should be done to enable this 
functionality.  
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6 NOMENCLATURE 
B = between cell variance 
BHP = bottom hole pressure 
'f  = Buckley-Leverett speed 
H         = total heterogeneity 
I = number of realizations 
J = iterations 
GOR = production gas/oil ratio 
k   = permeability vector 
ni,j,k = bulk rock volume 
NX = number of cells in x axis 
NY = number of cells in y axis 
NZ = number of cells in z axis 
p = defined reservoir property  
cp         =transitional column average of static property 
p          =fine scale column average of static property 
t = time 
W = within cell variance 
φ = porosity 
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APPENDIX  
USER MANUAL FOR USER INTERFACE OF MARS 
Version 1.1 
Presenter: SONG DU 
Texas A&M University 
 
This user manual provides information about how to run the Upgridding (MARS) system in the windows 
environment. For any detail about input data file structure and other information, please refer User Guide 
for the Upgridding (MARS).  
 
1. Installation: 
Double click on MARS.exe. 
It will guide you through all the steps to set up the software in your computer. The default 
installation path is : “ C:\MARS”.  Please note the installation path should avoid using space in the routine 
name. Please see Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1  MARS setup 
 
 
 
2. After installation is complete: 
1. From Start -> Programs, click on MARS. 
2. Once the program starts, the main screen appears as below (Figure 2)  
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Figure 2 Starting Screen 
 
3. For creation of new project, click on either File -> New Project or NEW PROJECT on the main 
window. This will lead user to the step by step guidance page (Figure 3).  
 
 
 
Figure 3 Step by Step Guide 
The general help information is provided in the dialogue box right besides the step buttons. For more help 
information, please click on the question button.  
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3.1 The first step (Figure 4) is to setup the working directory. This working directory is 
automatically set up, however this step should NOT be skipped. The default directory contains the 
executable FORTRAN program and output files. Please click on the “Apply” button to confirm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Working Directory Set Up 
 
3.2 The second step (Figure 5) is to assign the input and parameter files which can be found in the 
folder named "Data". 
 
 
 
Figure 5  Data File Input 
 
All the data file should be added. For different cases, please use the input files from different 
folders. Use Input. dat for "Parameter file",  Bulkvol.dat for "Bulk volume file", Permx.dat for "Perm file",  
Poro.dat for "Porosity file" and Satnum.dat for "Saturation number table file. Please note that, missing input 
file will lead to failure in the programming. Once all input files are set, please click on “OK” button to 
confirm.  
 
3.3 The third step (Figure 6) provides the information check for users. This step will not be 
available until all the data files are loaded.  
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Figure 6 Data File Check 
 3.4 The fourth step was to run the program. Once modifications are complete (modified files need 
to be saved) , project is ready to be executed. The window will look like the (Figure 6). Two choices were 
provided. User can pick up either the “Slowness” or “Velocity” mode, for detailed reference about the 
algorithm we provided, please refers the SPE paper 118950. A DOS window (Figure 8) will appear 
indicating progress of the simulation. The DOS window will be closed automatically after calculation.  
 
Figure 6 Running modes  
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Figure 7 Simulation in Progress 
 
 
3.5 The fifth step (Figure 8) was to generate the visible results and data report for the users.  
 
Figure 8 Results generation  
 
 Four different types of result will be available. Table, charts, and plots will be provided: 
   
Layer definition 
  Variation 
  Optimal  
  Permeability 
 
 
Layer definition: This function provides a table containing the layer information for both 
fine and coarsened layers. The typical layer definition table can be found in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 Layer Definition 
Variation (Figure 10): This function provides a chart showing the SSW and SSB for 
each of the layer. This chart reveals the heterogeneity that preserved (SSB) and removed (SSW) 
from the system.   
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Figure 10 Variation Between/Within Layers 
 
Optimal (Figure 11): This function provides a chart showing the normalized Root Mean 
Square Error. This chart reveals the “optimal” coarsening layer number that we provide. Again, 
this is the reference optimal layer number.  
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Figure 11  Optimal Layer  
 
Permeability (Figure 12): This function generates the permeability fields. The upper 
figure is the original permeability field in fine scale and the lower one is the upgridded 
permeability field in coarse scale. To see different layers, please click on “Up” or “Down” button 
to change the layer numbers. The showing range can be adjusted by inputting the minimum and 
maximum value in the input box beside the figures.  
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Figure 12 Permeability Field  
 
4. Optional Setting 
 It is possible for the users to set up their own upgridding target. The final number of layers that 
preserved in this system is adjustable. Please click on ADVANCED->Coarsening Layer Definition for the 
layer setup. Please click the “Optimal Coarsening” if want to use the optimal algorithm that the system 
provided. Please note that, the target layer should not be greater than the maximum number of the layer. 
Otherwise, there will not be any combination at all.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13  Advanced Setting 
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To set up the marker layers, please click on the “Marker Layer Setting”. This will open another window 
shown in Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14  Marker Layer Setting 
The marker layers will be preserved exactly as the original ones. The marker layers can prevent their 
neighbor layers from combining and thus preserving different shapes of the fields.  
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